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Earthy, romantic, soaring, energetic and bittersweet, this richly orchestrated music awakens and nurtures

the mystic heart in us all and invites us to experience our own soul's journey as a never-ending process of

becoming. 11 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: New Age, CLASSICAL: New Age Details: Life can seem like a

series of moments, many of them difficult and painful. Yet through the mystic heart, life is experienced as

a wondrous journey. Earthy, romantic soaring, energetic and bittersweet, A Soul's Journey is a

composition in eleven movements, each movement representing a universal life experience, from the

heartfelt to the mystical to the purely energetic. Richly orchestrated and comprised of many and varied

musical styles, this beautiful music awakens and nurtures the mystic heart in us all and invites us to

experience our own journey as a never-ending process of becoming. A Soul's Journey is Beth Green's

second CD; the first was the very intimate and meditative program, The Gift of Peace, which Beth created

to distribute free of charge to support the energy of peace on our planet. Excerpts can be heard on CD

Baby, and it is still available free of charge through Beth's website, thestream.org. In addition to being a

composer, Beth has been an intuitive counselor, teacher and spiritual healer since 1980. Prior to that she

was a social activist, working to support positive change on our planet. In her mid-thirties, she had a

spiritual/psychic awakening and discovered her great intuitive capacities and healing power. Since then

she has devoted herself to promoting deep inner change and growth, which supports not only the

individual but the whole society of which we are a part. She has also taught others to do the same. Music

is just one of Beth's means of communication. She is also a fine speaker and has published tapes and

articles as well as two books -- Sacred Union: The Healing of God, which is available on Amazon.com,

and The Autobiography of Mary Magdalene. Beth is also the author of a book-in-progress called Living
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with Reality, which is offered free from her website, thestream.org. In addition to being a healer,

composer and writer, Beth has been interviewed many times on the radio, bringing an inspirational

energy of hope and spirituality to address the tumultuous events of the day. Beth is the spiritual director of

The Stream, a nonprofit organization dedicated to "connecting to the source, in order to gain the strength

to fulfill our potential as individuals and as a planet." She transmits great spiritual power in all her work

and continues to support individual clients and groups, offering healing work that combines spiritual

teaching, emotional healing and energetic clearing. Testimonials to her counseling abilities are also on

her website. In addition, she offers highly impactful workshops called Living with Reality. In these

workshops small groups of people go through tremendous transformations, again through the

combination of spiritual teaching, emotional healing and energetic clearing. The workshops are connected

to the donation-based mutual support program called Living with Reality and are also supported by her

book by the same name, free on her website. One more personal note about Beth. Born in 1945 in New

York City, Beth seemed destined to become a musician, but at the age of 15, she became ill, and her

lifelong chronic and debilitating illness prevented her from pursuing music. In her 50s, Beth discovered

electronic instruments and has found a way to her musical expression. With her indomitable spirit, she

has faced chronic illness and, instead of giving in to illness and pain, she has become a true healer. Her

intuitively guided music and words are dedicated to the healing of our planet, and so is her life. For more

information, check out the website of The Stream, thestream.org.
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